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Computational analysis is conducted to study the effect of an linear aerospike engine

plume on the X-33 base-heating environment during ascent flight. To properly account

for the freestream-body interaction and to allow for potential plume-induced flow-

separation, the thermo-flowfield of the entire vehicle at several trajectory points is

computed. A sequential grid-refinement technique is used in conjunction with solution-

adaptive, patched, and embedded grid methods to limit the model to a manageable size.

The computational methodology is based on a three-dimensional, finite-difference,

viscous flow, chemically reacting, pressure-based computational fluid dynamics

formulation, and a three-dimensional, finite-volume, spectral-line based weighted-sum-

of-gray-gases absorption, computational radiation heat transfer formulation. The

computed forebody and afterbody surface pressure coefficients and base pressure

characteristic curves are compared with those of a cold-flow test. The predicted
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convective and radiative base-heat fluxes, the effect of base-bleed, and the potential of

plume-induced flow separation are presented.

Nomenclature

Cp = pressure coefficient

CI,C2,C3,C_= turbulence modeling constants, 1.15, 1.9, 0.25, and 0.09.
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- geometrical metrices

= total enthalpy

= static enthalpy or altitude, km

- radiative intensity

= Jacobian of coordinate transformation

= turbulent kinetic energy

= mach number

= total number of chemical species

= chamber to ambient pressure ratio

= pressure

= combustion chamber pressure

= Prandtl number

= heat flux, kW/m 2

= 1, u, v, w, H, k, E, or pi

= recovery factor

= source term for equation q
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- nondimensional temperature

- time

-- volume-weighted contravariant velocity

- mean velocities in three directions

= wall friction velocity

-- nondimensional velocity, (u/u_)

= nondimensional distance, (ypu_p/_t)

= turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate or wall emissivity

= absorption coefficient

= effective viscosity, (_l + lat)

= computational coordiantes

= turbulent kinetic energy production

= density

= turbulence modeling constants

= energy dissipation function

= direction vector

= chemical species production rate

Subscripts

a

b

= ambient

-- black body or base



c = convectiveor center

I = laminarflow

p = off-wall (wall function)point

r = radiative

t = turbulentflow

w = wall surface

oo = freestream

Introduction

In 1996,LockheedMartin SkunkWorks was selectedto build and fly the wedge-

shapedX-33 Advanced Technology Demonstrator for NASA's Reusable Launch Vehicle

(RLV) program. The X-33 is a half-scale prototype of a rocket-based single-stage-to-

orbit system, which will ultimately be the next-generation RLV. The X-33 is fueled by

liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen, and features a lifting body configuration coupled with two

integrated, linear aerospike rocket engines to propel the vehicle.

It is well known that aerospike engines have the potential advantage of adjusting

themselves to perform with maximum efficiency at all altitudes.l2 However, the heating

effect of the hot combustion chamber gases shooting along the exposed ramp surface on

the vehicle base components is less known. In order to properly design the thermal

protection system for the base components, accurate accounting of a unified thermo-

flowfield around the base region is required. In this study, as part of an integrated effort,

a computational methodology is developed and calculations are performed to provide a
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plume-induced base-heating environment for the X-33 thermal protection system design

effort.

Solution Methodology

Computational Grid Generation

A sequential grid-refinement technique is used in this study. That is, the flow solution

is initially obtained on a baseline grid, then upgraded with solution-adaptive, patched, and

embedded grid methods in a sequential fashion. Figure 1 shows the layout of an X-33

surface computational grid. In actual calculations, only 1/2 of the domain is used

assuming flow symmetry. A 22-zone, 1,803,614-point baseline grid is generated first,

using the software package GRIDGEN. 3 It is anticipated, however, that the general

topology of the baseline grid may not allow efficient capturing of certain flow physics

such as shocks. A Self-Adaptive Grid codE (SAGEv2) 4 is then used to redistribute the

grid. A typical SAGEv2 smoothed grid plane is shown in Fig. 2 in which the nose and

plume shocks are adapted. The distance between the base and the grid exit domain is 2.5

times the vehicle-length to ensure enough hot plume volume is considered for base

radiative heating calculations. In the beginning, the baseline grid (1,803,614 points) had

a coarse grid density for the engine ramp region, a lumped single-thruster inlet (instead of

20-thruster per engine), and a flattened plug-base (which was later redesigned to a

pillowed-base configuration). These grid zones were sequentially upgraded to include a

refined 20-thruster inlet (grid density increased to 2,131,790 points) and a pillowed plug-

base (grid density increased to 2,217,444 points), as shown in Fig. 3. The pillow-shaped

base-protrusions have thousands of small bleed holes that release hydrogen gas called



base-bleed, to protect the plug-base from the hot plume impingement. A single-thruster

solution was run separately and the exit plane solution was mapped individually onto the

20-thruster inlet (as shown in Fig. 3), for the full-vehicle calculations. In general,

solution-adapted grid method was used to redistribute the grid topology in the freestream

and far-field plume regions; the patched-grid method was used on zonal interfaces where

grid-line discontinuity occurred due to solution-adaptive grid distributions or an entire

zonal grid replacement (e.g., the refined 20-thruster inlet); and the embedded-grid method

was used to perform local grid refinement. An example of an embedded-grid is located

on the aftbody surface and between the vertical fins, as shown in Fig. 1. This sequential

grid-refinement strategy and the three grid distribution methods allow the full-vehicle

base-flow physics to be computed in an efficient manner.

Thermal Environment Computation

Thermal environment solutions about the X-33 base-heating environment are carried

out with two computational tools: the Finite-Difference Navier-Stokes (FDNS) CFD

code 5 for the convective heating and the General Radiation Solution Program (GRASP) 6

for the radiative heating. These tools were developed at Marshall Space Flight Center

(MSFC) and are continuously being improved by MSFC personnel and its supporting

contractors. Systematic and rigorous benchmark studies have been performed for base

flow and heat transfer applications. For example, FDNS has been validated for

convective heat transfer inside rocket thrust chambers 7 and coolant channels 8, for base-

pressure characteristic curve of a four-engine clustered nozzle configuration 9m, for Delta

Clipper-Experimental (DC-X) base-drag induced by the engine exhaust during cold flow



and flight tests _, and for DC-X convective base-heat flux during landing _2, whereas

GRASP has been benchmarked for DC-X radiative base-heat flux during landing _2. In

this study, FDNS and GRASP calculations are conducted sequentially in order to save

computational memory. The solution algorithm for the thermal environment computation

is summarized in the following.

Convective Heat Transfer

FDNS solves a general curvilinear coordinate, chemically reacting, viscous thermo-

flowfield with Reynolds-averaged transport equations. A generalized form of these

equations is given by

o_pq _ 69[- pUq + (/1/o'q )G(cgq /o_:)] + __Sq
(1)

j

A pressure-based predictor-plus-multicorrector solution method is applied. 13 The basic

idea is to perform correction for the pressure and velocity fields by solving for a pressure

correction so that the velocity-pressure coupling is enforced, based on the continuity

constraint. A second-order central-difference scheme is employed to discretize the

diffusion fluxes and source terms of the governing equations. For the convective terms, a

second-order total-variation-diminishing difference scheme is used in this effort.

An extended k-_ turbulence modell4 is used to describe the turbulence. !at = 19C_k2/8

is defined as the turbulence eddy viscosity. Turbulence modeling constants C_qand source

terms Sq of the transport equations are given in Table 1. These turbulence modeling



constants have been used extensively tbr combustion driven and base flows 7"13'15, while

Ok and _ are taken from the turbulence closure, t4 A 7-species, 9-reaction detailed

mechanism _5 is used to describe the finite-rate hydrogen-oxygen afterburning chemical

kinetics. The seven species are H2, 02, H20, O, H, OH, and N2, and H20 is the only

radiating medium.

Table 1 (Yq and Sq of the transport equations

q (Yq Sq

1 1.00 0

u 1.00 -P,,+V[B(Uj)x]-(2/3)(BVuj)x

v 1.00 -Py+V [[.t(Uj)y]-(2/3) (_Vuj)y

w 1.00 -Pz+V[_(uj)z]-(2/3)(BVuj)z

H 0.95 DP/DT+_

k 1.00 p(H-_)

1 p(8/k) {[C I+C3(H/8)]FI-C2_ }

Pi 1.00 o_i, i = 1..... N

A modified wall function approach is employed to provide wall boundary layer

solutions that are less sensitive to the near-wall grid spacing. Consequently, the model

has combined the advantages of both the integrated-to-the-wall approach and the



conventional law-of-the-wall approachby incorporatinga complete velocity profile_6

givenby

u+= ln[(y÷+ !1) 4.02 /(y*2-7.37y*+ 83.3) 079]

+ 5.63tan-'(0.12y ÷ -0.441)- 3.81

(2)

and a universal temperature profile _7given by

T + = u + + 12.8(Pr/0"68- 1) (3)

The convective heat transfer from a hot boundary layer to a cooler wall follows the

modified Newtonian law 12

(4)

where R = Prj _/2 if y+ < 11.63 and R = Prl _/3 if y+ > 11.63, and y+ = 11.63 is the thickness

of the viscous sublayer. A constant Prl of air is used in this study, since parametric

studies performed in Ref. 12 show that the H2/O2 plume induced base heat flux is not

sensitive to a multicomponent variable Prt.

Radiative Heat Transfer



GRASP analyzes the radiative field by solving the general curvilinear coordinate

radiative transfer equation with a finite-volume method (FVM) formulation:IS

(_2. V)l(r,f_) = -tcl(r,_2) +/¢I h (r) (5)

The term on the left-hand side represents the gradient of the intensity in the direction of

f2. The two terms on the right-hand side represent the changes in intensity due to

absorption and emission. The wall boundary is assumed gray while emitting and

reflecting diffusely, and the radiative wall boundary condition is given by

l(rw,fU ) = £Ib(r,, ) +- (1- e) fI(r_,_2-)ln._-IdE2-
g't"

n.fU <0

(6)

with

Qr_ = f l(r_,fU)ln.fUIdfU (7)
n.fl- <0

where fU and f2- denote the leaving and arriving radiative intensity directions,

respectively. The 20-band spectral-line weighted-sum-of-gray-gases model 6 is used to

calculate the total emissivity and absorptivity of the radiating medium. Following the

ray-dependency test performed in Ref. 12, the FVM 6x4 option - six control angles in the
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polar direction and four in the azimuthal direction - is deemed as adequate and used in

this effort.

Boundary and Initial Conditions

The outer boundary of the computational domain is bounded by the fixed total

condition (free-stream) boundaries, one symmetry plane, and the flow exit plane (see Fig.

2). A no-slip wall is specified for the body surface. A fixed (ambient) static pressure is

imposed on the exit plane and on a point far away from the action area (one grid point off

the freestream boundary), in order to obtain an unique solution for the desired altitude.

The fixed inlet boundary condition is applied to the thruster exit plane where the flow

properties are mapped from a separate three-dimensional (3D) single-thruster solution, to

ensure proper nozzle exhaust flow properties for the plume induced base environment

calculations. The single-thruster, as seen in Fig. 3, has a circular cross-sectional chamber

and transforms to a rectangular nozzle. The subsonic chamber inlet-flow properties were

obtained from a thermo-equilibrium analysis 19using engine conditions. This procedure of

performing a separate thrust chamber calculation is important to the final solution 1_ since

the propulsive nozzle flow is the major source of the ensuing base-flow physics. For the

base-bleed flow on the plug-base, a fixed inlet boundary condition is applied.

For convective heat transfer calculations, ambient temperature is prescribed as the

forebody and aftbody surface temperatures, whereas 540 R is specified for all base

surfaces per base-heating design convection. For radiation calculations, the surface

emissivity of the entire vehicle is assumed to be 0.7.12 The engine ramp is actively

cooled and the surface temperature distribution is prescribed from a separate conjugate
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heat transfer calculation involving solid walls and coolant channel flows. It is found in

this work that cowl-base irradiation is more than ten times higher if adiabatic condition is

imposed on the ramp surface. Hence, a more accurate boundary condition is employed.

Results and Discussion

Two-dimensional (2D) Base-Heating Environment

Six 2D X-33 aerospike engine base flowfields are computed first and the operating

conditions are shown in Table 2. The 2D computational domain is comprised of the

aftbody, cowl base, thruster, engine ramp, plug base and plume expansion region (about 9

times the plug-base half-width). These cases essentially simulate a 2D cut of the 3D

domain at the symmetry plane, without a realistic influence from the vehicle body flow.

Nevertheless, these 2D computations provide valuable insight into the approximate base-

flow physics with a fast turnaround time. Subsequently, these 2D solutions can be used

with other engineering methods to predict a first-cut base-heating environment. For

example, the 2D plume can be duplicated along the base and rotated at the end to

construct a 3D pseudo-plume with which the irradiation to predetermined body points can

be approximated. However, 3D base-heating effects such as the plume spillage, lateral

wall jet impingement with the outer-base, and potential plume induced flow separation

can not be acquired with a pseudo-plume method and have to be calculated with a true 3D

vehicle-base-plume computation.

Table 2 Operating conditions
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Case PC/Pa M h

1 63 0.00 0.7

2 92 0.60 3.7

3 158 0.98 7.7

4 510 1.72 15.3

5 1804 2.81 23.4

6 5790 4.07 31.I

Figure4

fluxes. In Cases1and 2, theconvectiveheat-flux of finite-ratechemistry is lower than

that of frozen chemistry, due to the dissociationof H20. In general, the plug-base

convectiveheatfluxes decreasewith increasingaltitudesuntil h = 7.7 kin, abovewhich

thedifferenceis not discernible- an indicationof diminishingplumeafterbumingandair

dilution (Case3-6). That importantfinding leadsto the frozen chemistryassumptionin

the 3D computationinvolving supersonicfreestreams- a reductionof the participating

speciesnumberfrom sevento amaximumof three(air, plume,andbase-bleed).It is also

found in 2D studiesthat local time-steppingcanonly be utilized in the initial stageto

facilitate the solution development. Constanttime stepsmust be followed to ensure

synchronizedtime-marchingto avoid falsebaseflow-physicscausedby biasedlocal-flow

residencetime distribution.

showsa comparisonof the predictedplug-base(flattened)convectiveheat

3D Base-Heating Environment
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Cases2, 4, 5, and 6 from Table 2 were chosen for the 3D full-vehicle base

environmentcomputations.The 3D baseflow physicssuchastheplumejumping on the

cowl-base,plumespillageon theside-ramp,reversejet impingementon the plug-base_2,

and lateral wall-jet impingementon the outer- and offest outer-basesare highly three-

dimensionaland heavilydependon the incoming aftbodyflow. Of particular interestis

the outer- and offset outer-baseheatingdue to the lateral wall-jet impingementsince

those are not actively cooled, and whether there is plume induced flow separation

occurringat the highestaltitude(Case6). The formationof the reversejet andthe wall-

jet (see Fig. 3) in linear aerospikeengine base-flows is very similar to that of the

multiple-nozzleclusteredengine.912

Theadequacyof the incomingflow is assessedby comparingthecomputedforebody

and aftbody surfacepressureswith thoseof (limited) cold-flow wind tunnel test data.

Figure5 showssucha comparisonat M = 0.60. The 7.75%scaledcold-flow testmodel

had a slightly different ramp configuration and was running at lower nozzle pressure

ratios. Nevertheless,the comparisonis in generalreasonableexcept for the aftbody

region,wherethe cold-flow test showsa lower surfacepressurethan that of the flight

simulationsin which theprogressivegrid refinementseemsto improve the comparison

somewhat.This discrepancyis expectedsincein subsonicflow environment,the aftbody

surfacepressureis affectedby variationsin rampconfiguration,jet molecularweight, and

NPR. In addition, thecoldjets tendto producehigherdrag2°- a higherentrainmentthat

tendsto acceleratetheflow over theaftbodyresultingin a decreasein the aftbodysurface

pressure. In supersonicfreestreams,the signal from the propulsive plume does not

transmittbrwardandthecomparisonof surfacepressuresfor M = 1.72computationwith
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those of the cold-flow test at M =1.60 and M = 1.80 is excellent, as shown in Fig. 6.

These comparisons indicate that the incoming flow environment is adequately simulated

for base flow development.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of base pressure characteristic curves, i.e., the

distribution of the base-center pressure as a function of ambient pressure._° The general

trend of the cold flow base-center pressure is lower than that of the model flight

predictions - an agreement with the intuition and observation _ that base pressure of hot

flow is higher than that of the cold flow. In 2D predictions, the dissociation of water in

the base region resulted in lower base temperatures and pressures for the finite-rate

chemistry case than those of the frozen chemistry case. In 3D predictions without base-

bleed, the base pressures are generally lower that those of the 2D predictions. That trend

is reasonable since the 3D computation allows the plume spillage and lateral wall-jet

formation and therefore weaker reverse jet impingement, whereas the 2D calculation

precludes either physics. In 3D predictions with base-bleed, the effect is to increase the

base-center pressure, except at PC/Pa - 5790 where the effect is much diluted due to the

highest plume expansion. The combined characteristic curves of the cold-flow test and

flight prediction (without base-bleed) also show that the base wake closes - when base-

center pressure is not changed by the ambient pressure - at a pressure ratio of

approximately 500. The discussion of Fig. 7 indicates the base pressure characteristic

curves predicted by the current model are reasonable.

Figure 8 shows the computed full-vehicle convective heat-flux contours without base-

bleed, with emphasis on the vehicle-base side. Different scales are used for different

regions such that the flow physics can be revealed. Unique base heat flux patterns are
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formed in each case due to the interaction of the reverse jet and the lateral wall-jet with

the pillowed plug-base, and that of the lateral wall-jet with the outer-base and offset

outer-base. The highest heat-flux level occurs at the inlet of the ramp surface where it is

just downstream of the "throat" of an equivalent unexposed nozzle. The ramp-side plume

spills over the ramp side-wall, causing increased heat-flux level at the boundary. In

general, the plug-base convective heat-flux decreases with increasing altitudes - the result

of an attenuating reverse jet, whereas the outer- and offset outer-base convective heat

fluxes increase with increasing altitudes - an indication of stronger lateral wall jet

impingement. The level of the heat fluxes on the inner- and outer-bases, however, is less

than that of the plug-base and much less than that of the engine ramp. When the base-

bleed is turned on, it is assumed that the entire base-bleed region is covered with a

protective layer of bleed-gas. As a result, the bleed region is lumped as an inlet boundary

and the convective heat-flux to the bleed region is assumed to be zero. The convective

heating to the rest of the plug-base can be computed and is generally lower due to the

expansion of the base-bleed. At 2% base-bleed, the convective heat-flux contours (not

shown) on the rest of the bases are very similar to those in Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows the computed radiative heat-flux contours without base-bleed. The

characteristics of the computed radiative heat-flux contours look dissimilar to those of the

convection (Figs 8). The convective heating is transported through direct contact of the

propulsive flow with the solid surface, whereas the radiative heating is transported

through view factors. For example, in Case 2 (3.7 km) of Fig. 9, the inner side of the

vertical fin exhibits the effect of the radiative heating but not the convective heating (Fig.

8). In addition, the top and bottom parts of the inner- and outer- bases show effects of
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radiative heating but not the middle section, indicating the view from most of the plume

is blocked by the nozzle plug in the near field. Again, the computed radiative heat-flux

contours with base-bleed (not shown) is very similar to those without base-bleed except

for the plug-base region. Unlike the convective heat- flux, the lowered radiative heat-

flux to the plug-base due to base-bleed can be computed since the bleed inlet can be

treated as a solid wall in radiation calculations. The plug-base radiative heat-flux

reduction due to base-bleed is computed as from approximately 150 to 200 kW/m 2.

Notice the ramp surface temperature is prescribed with a separate conjugate heat transfer

calculation and the effect of surface radiation is included in all the calculations. This is

another improvement over the conventional plume radiation calculation in which the

surface radiation is not included.

The total plume induced base-heating is the combination of both modes: convection

and radiation. Figure 10 shows the total base-heat fluxes along the horizontal base

centerline without base-bleed, whereas Fig. I 1 shows those with base-bleed. The

abscissa is a wetted distance starting from the geometrical center of the plug-base,

moving right or left along the centerline longitudinally, turning and dropping down the

ramp side-wall, crossing the inner-base, up the off-set outer-base, moving along the outer-

base and ending at the side of vehicle. In these figures, the plug-base is subjected to the

most heating and the base-bleed helps to relieve some of that heating. In general, the total

heating impressed upon the plug-base decreases with altitude, whereas the total heating

imposed on the other bases increases with altitude, due to the strengthening of the lateral

wall jet.
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Plume-induced flow separation (PIFS) at high altitudes is normally not a heating

concern unless recirculated base region exhaust flows are drawn into the PIFS region and

burning occurs (as was the case for the Saturn V). Although PIFS for Saturn V reportedly

started at about 24 km, 2_ it is anticipated that the historical PIFS database for

conventional launch vehicles may not be applicable to the X-33. As it turned out, PIFS is

not observed for any of the test cases performed in this study, even in Case 6 at 31.1 km.

A good explanation is attributed to the altitude compensating effect of the aerospike

plume that limited the plume expansion angle. In addition, the shape of the "flying

wedge" is such that the total base area is large and the cowl-, inner-, offset outer- and

outer-base pressures do not rise enough to help communicate upstream through the

surface boundary layer, as do the conventional engine and base designs. Only the plug-

base has a more significant pressure rise due to the reverse-jet impingement, but it is too

far away from the aftbody and vented out by the lateral wall-jet, resulting in a almost

constant base pressure characteristic curve at high altitudes, as shown in Fig. 2.

Furthermore, the direction of the lateral wall-jet is perpendicular to the major axis of the

aftbody, further reduces the chance of a PIFS.

Conclusion

A computational methodology is developed to study the 3D linear aerospike engine

plume induced X-33 base-heating environment. Three grid distribution methods are

utilized to minimize the grid requirement of a full-vehicle thermo-flowfield computation:

solution-adaptive, patched, and embedded grid schemes. The effects of 3D base-flow

physics such as plume jumping, plume spillage, plug-base reverse jet formation, and
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plug-baselateral wall jet impingementwith the inner- and outer-basesurfacesare

capturedand reflected in the computedbase-heatingenvironment. The base-heating

reductioneffect of base-bleedand the potential for plume-inducedflow separationare

studied.Theresultcontributedto theX-33 basethermalprotectionsystemdesignandthe

methodologyand proceduresdevelopedrepresentan improvementin the base-heating

designareaover theconventionalmethodsin severalaspects.
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